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“The CSA Peer Mentoring Program was a memorable part of my final year at UCSD, 
and I am honored to have been recognized for my participation. The experience gave me 
a chance to reflect on where I was when I first came to UCSD, how far I had come since 
then, and the value in paying that knowledge forward to those who are at the beginning 
of their own journey. I owe a large part of my growth to the support of my own peer and 
emeritus mentors through the years. It was enriching to be able to bond with my mentees 
through the events held by CSA, as well as to help my mentees navigate the STEM     
majors at UCSD. I am also grateful for the integral role that the combined Chancellor's 
Scholarship and Peer Mentor Award have been in making my college education             
possible.” - Pamella 

Pamella currently serves as an Energy Consultant at KBKG. 

 

Pamella’s mentees shared the following about their mentoring relationship: 

“Extremely helpful especially since she was the same major as I. I like how 
sweet and enthusiastic she is... It was nice seeing her at all the events and board 
meetings. It makes such a difference knowing that someone is there for you and I 
am very thankful to have had Pamella as my mentor. She is incredibly sweet and insight-
ful. I am really glad I was able to get to know her” 
 
“Pamella answered any questions I had about school, and was always very 
nice and gave good advice about clubs including what to do with majors after 
being done with school. It was insightful to hear someone that has been through 
more years of college than me be able to give me answers, especially because it 
was specific to this school rather than generic catch all answers about college.” 




